
Mischief In Mudbug - A Ghost-In-Law Mystery
Romance

Are you a fan of mystery, romance, and a touch of the supernatural? Look no
further! "Mischief In Mudbug" is the captivating first installment in the Ghost-In-
Law Mystery Romance series written by Jana DeLeon. In this thrilling novel,
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DeLeon takes readers on a mesmerizing journey filled with ghostly encounters,
hilarious mishaps, and a heartwarming romance.

Unraveling the Mystery

The story revolves around Maryse Robichaux, a scientist who finds herself
caught up in a web of mystery after inheriting a haunted plantation in Mudbug,
Louisiana. Determined to uncover the truth behind the ghostly apparitions,
Maryse teams up with Sabine LeVeche, the ghost of her late mother-in-law, and a
handsome FBI agent named Luc LeJeune.
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As Maryse delves deeper into the secrets of the plantation, she realizes that
there's more to this case than meets the eye. With humorous twists and turns,
unexpected alliances, and a touch of romance, readers are kept on the edge of
their seats, eagerly turning the pages to piece together the puzzle before Maryse
does.

Supernatural Elements and Ghostly Encounters
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One of the most intriguing aspects of "Mischief In Mudbug" is the inclusion of
supernatural elements. DeLeon skillfully incorporates ghostly encounters into the
narrative, adding an extra layer of intrigue and mystery. From Sabine's spectral
appearances to the eerie happenings surrounding the plantation, the supernatural
aspect of the story adds a unique flavor that sets it apart from traditional mystery
novels.

The ghostly encounters in "Mischief In Mudbug" are described in vivid detail,
allowing readers to visualize the ethereal apparitions that haunt the characters.
DeLeon's descriptive writing style creates a chilling yet captivating atmosphere,
immersing readers in the world of Mudbug and its spectral inhabitants.

Humor and Hilarity

While "Mischief In Mudbug" is primarily a mystery romance novel, it also offers
plenty of laugh-out-loud moments. The dynamic between Maryse and Sabine is
particularly amusing, with the ghostly mother-in-law providing comic relief through
her mischievous pranks and sassy remarks.

Additionally, the quirky residents of Mudbug add to the overall humor of the story.
From the eccentric fortune teller to the bumbling local police, each character
brings their own comedic element, making "Mischief In Mudbug" an enjoyable
and light-hearted read.

Romantic Subplot

As Maryse works alongside Agent Luc LeJeune to solve the mystery, sparks
begin to fly. Their budding romance adds a soft and tender layer to the story,
balancing the suspense and supernatural elements with heartfelt moments.
DeLeon skillfully develops their relationship, making readers root for their love to
blossom amidst the chaos of Mudbug.



Intrigue and Unexpected Twists

Part of what makes "Mischief In Mudbug" so gripping is the constant sense of
intrigue and the unexpected twists that lurk around every corner. Just when you
think you have everything figured out, DeLeon throws a curveball, leaving readers
in suspense and eagerly wanting more. The well-crafted plot keeps readers
guessing until the very end, ensuring they are fully engaged and invested in the
story.

If you're in search of a mystery romance novel that seamlessly combines
supernatural elements, humor, and a dash of romance, "Mischief In Mudbug" is
the perfect choice. With its engaging plot, well-developed characters, and
captivating writing style, Jana DeLeon's Ghost-In-Law Mystery Romance series is
sure to leave readers wanting more.

Get ready to be swept away on this delightful journey into Mudbug, as Maryse
Robichaux unravels the mysteries that lie within and finds love in unexpected
places. Don't miss out on this enchanting reading experience!
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From NY Times and USA Today bestselling author, Jana DeLeon, the second
book in the Ghost-in-Law mystery/romance series:

Family can be the death of you…..

Sabine LaVeche needs to locate a blood relative fast – her life depends on it.

Then Helena Henry shows up offering to help, and Sabine knows she’s really in
trouble when it’s the best idea she’s heard in a while. When private investigator
Beau Villeneuve takes on Sabine’s case, things heat up in more ways than one,
and Sabine struggles to balance thoughts of a life with Beau against her chances
of living at all.

As the investigation proceeds, they begin to uncover the secrets of Sabine’s past
and one thing becomes clear – someone doesn’t want Sabine to get the answers
she seeks.

Praise for Jana DeLeon:

“DeLeon is excellent at weaving comedy, suspense and spicy romance into one
compelling story.” – RT Book Reviews

“I don’t know where she comes up with this funny stuff, but I can’t wait to read the
next book…” – Night Owl Reviews

“Jana DeLeon has a breezy style with enough of a comic touch to leave you
smiling.” – The Romance Reader

“Son of a gun, we’re having fun in the bayou!” – Fresh Fiction



“The quirky characters keep the action moving…” – Barbara Vey, Publisher’s
Weekly Blogger

To learn more about Jana and her books visit her at these places:
http://facebook.com/janadeleonauthor
@JanaDeLeon
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How To Draw Paint Botanical Flowers: Master
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The Unconventional Genius: Anthony Neilson
And The Devised Text
When it comes to pushing the boundaries of theatre, few can match the
visionary brilliance of Anthony Neilson. With his unconventional approach
to writing and directing,...
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